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ABOUT ME  

the Classic modern day active lifestyler
I WOULD DESCRIBE MYSELF AS 

Georgia (1994) lives in Vancouver: School TKJA NZ -
College: St Hilda's Gold Coast - University: QIT
Zach (1990) Lives in London: School TKJA - College:
TSS Gold Coast - University: Bond

A bold statement which could simply mean I am over
50 and clinging to my ever diminishing youth. Or, it
could mean that I am on to something - the nirvana
of life.
 
HAPPEN ON LIFE OR LIFE WILL HAPPEN ON YOU
My day begins at 4:45 am with a 1 hour of bike, run or
swim. I follow this up with a 45 min coffee, to jot out all
the stuff that filters through as important. I make it a
rule not to check social media or emails at this time,
as I need that fresh quiet creative space to enhance
me. Then it's home for a shower, a bowl of Oat-bran
and I am ready for work at 8:30. I shut my work day
down to transition in sync with the sunset. It's a great
space, that keeps me vibrant and vital.
 
MARRIED WITH CHILDREN
Claire and I are both from Waikanae NZ, and married
way back in 1989. We have two children 

 
Claire and I live in Main Beach, Gold Coast,
Queensland Australia
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Gallbladder, 
80% Stomach, 
100% Duodenum, 
95% Bile Duct, 
33% Pancreas, and 
100% of my main Hepatic artery 
2 Lymph Nodes
23 months highly intensive & debilitating chemotherapy
and immunotherapy treatments

The very least I can do is to help those who are undergoing
the biggest challenge within life. I am always available to
terminally ill patients across the globe.
 
November 2016, I was diagnosed with Cholangiocarcinoma.
(CCA). Average survival period 6.7 months - no early
detection and no cure. July 2017 I became Metastatic across
the Liver and Lungs, with weeks if not days to live.  
 
Surgeries - 25 hrs removed

 
I have knowingly faced death on several occasions coming
down to seconds on one occasion and then days on another.
 
Keynote Trial 158
I am a Patient participant on the international Keynote trial
158 until 2023. 
 
I share my experiences, knowledge & wisdom's with terminally
ill patients around the globe, in the hope that I can pull then
out from the swamps of death, back onto solid ground - 
 
These men saved me from certain death -
Dr Tom Snow - Interventional Radiologist - GCUH
Dr Matthew Burge - Oncologist - Icon - Head of my trial &
Merck - California - Keytruda - Principles Keynote trial 158
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New Zealand's finest and most disruptive Rugby player who
changed how the game was played and dismantled the
stats. Christian did what most thought impossible at that
time. For some reason as I drifted in and out of
consciousness over many months, I could see Christian
weaving his magic - it ran like a movie in my head. In my
view Christian had talents beyond his physical attributes,
as he continually displayed exceptional skills in the art of
"Acceptance, Willingness and Vision around his own Story."
This shone a light on what is possible - it rubbed off on me,
and I learned to Walk on Water, I became part of the
cancer cure and dismantled the cancer stats forever -
Thanks Christian 
 

DECEMBER 2017 
I MEET CHRISTIAN CULLEN  


